Airport Advisory Board
Mission, Vision, Goals and Development Framework

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
METROPOLITAN AIRPORT

RMMA has the ability to develop nearly 200 acres of airfield adjacent property by focusing on four core sectors: general aviation, corporate aviation, manufacturing, and commercial aviation. The current airport layout, including existing airport infrastructure and surrounding
roadway access, supports development and growth in all four core sectors.
RMMA should also be responsive to emerging and future aviation sectors that will
create new opportunities for the region. The continued development of RMMA
benefits both the financial strength of the airport and Jefferson County while providing employment and economic benefits to the region. The 2020 Colorado Aviation Economic Impact Study estimated RMMA’s current impact at $730 million
annually and future development will easily see this exceed $1 billion annually.

200 acres of aeronautical land available for:

• General Aviation
• Corporate Aviation

• Manufacturing
• Commercial Aviation

BLUF - Bottom Line UP Front

BLUF

Throughout 2020, the Rocky Mountain Metropolitan Airport (RMMA) Advisory Board discussed the airport’s mission, vision, goals, and
development opportunities. This discussion
was prompted by substantial interest in aeronautical development at RMMA. The airport’s
master plan, last updated in 2011, forecasted a
possible increase in aircraft operations from
the 191,533 to over 265,000 operations by 2030.
This is nearly a 40 percent increase in operations from what the airport experienced
in 2020, and would represent a return to the amount of operations experienced in
the 1970s when RMMA routinely experienced over 200,000 operations per year.
In order to be responsive to private sector interests in aeronautical development at
RMMA, Jefferson County leadership, airport staff, and the Airport Advisory Board
(AAB) thought the time was right to redefine the airport’s mission, vision, and goals for
the next twenty years of airport growth and redevelopment. In addition, the AAB initiated a discussion on possible development framework for different parts of the airport.
RMMA’s principal opportunities include approximately 200 acres of undeveloped aeronautical land on the southside of the airfield, with multiple parties
expressing interest in ground leases for aeronautical development. This land
is airfield-adjacent but will require substantial investments in airside and landside infrastructure to develop. Another consideration is the age and condition of the general aviation hangars and underlying asphalt on the northside
of the airport. Airport staff field multiple inquires per month looking for
an available hangar or land to develop additional general aviation hangars.
This executive summary reflects the work of the AAB
over 2020 in defining the
mission, vision, goals and a
possible framework to address these opportunities and
issues and guide the management and growth of RMMA
over the next twenty years.
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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

RMMA will provide safe, professional and efficient
operations to our diverse aviation stakeholders,
focusing on environmental stewardship while
enhancing its financial
sustainability and its
community engagement.

VISION
RMMA will be the premier regional airport and
a valuable asset to the Front Range by providing
exceptional services and facilities to General/Corporate/Commercial aviation operators and aerospace
manufacturing/service
companies, while supporting the surrounding
communities via job
creation and access to
air travel.

MISSION AND VISION

MISSION

• Provide for safe airport operations through a
well-maintained airfield and trained and responsive staff
• Drive growth in diverse aviation sectors to
achieve sustainable airport revenues and economic development for the region
• Invest in infrastructure that supports the longterm strategic growth of the airport
• Develop airport property that maximizes airport
resiliency and that is compatible with existing
airport uses and surrounding communities

AIRPORT GOALS

AIRPORT GOALS

In order to achieve the proposed vision and goals,
RMMA should seek a balance of four aviation sectors, with a focus on growing sectors where the airport is underserved and where the market demand is
demonstrated. RMMA staff reviewed potential tracts
and conceptual land uses with the airport advisory
board. The following conceptual tracts can assist the
airport in guiding aeronautical uses into a suitable location serves the highest and best uses of airport land.
Airport Property Available for Aeronautical Development

DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK

DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK

Highest Use
Corporate aviation

Other Possible Uses
N/A

Considerations
Subject to option-to-lease with Sheltair Aviation

AVAILABLE TRACTS - TRACT A

TRACT A

Highest Use
Corporate or general aviation

Other Possible Uses
Maintenance/repair/overhaul operations

Considerations
Subject to ground lease with Signature Flight Support

AVAILABLE TRACTS - TRACT B

TRACT B

Highest Use
Aviation manufacturing

Other Possible Uses
Maintenace/repair/overhaul operations

Considerations
Portion is subject to right-of-first-refusal with Pilatus

AVAILABLE TRACT- TRACT C

TRACT C

Highest Use
General aviation

Other Possible Uses
Corporate aviation

Considerations
Pending taxiway extension and Simms. St. realignment

AVAILABLE TRACTS - TRACT D

TRACT D

Highest Use
Commercial or corporate aviation

Other Possible Uses
Fixed base operator

Considerations

AVAILABLE TRACT - TRACT E

TRACT E

Highest Use
Fixed base operator

Other Possible Uses
Commercial or corporate aviation

Considerations
15 acre minimum ground lease for FBO

AVAILABLE TRACT - TRACT F

TRACT F

Highest Use
Ancillary aviation uses (fuel farm, auto parking, etc.)

Other Possible Uses
N/A

Considerations
Terrain unfavorable for connecting to airfield

AVAILABLE TRACTS - TRACT G

TRACT G

Highest Use
General aviation

Other Possible Uses
N/A

Considerations
Requires substantial dirt to build site level to airfield

AVAILABLE TRACTS - TRACT H

TRACT H

